The BAC sequences for the CSS are alignable by TBA over most of their length, with between 56% (petunia) and 84% (potato) of tomato bases in alignment in the regions that have been sequenced (Table S3 ). Some of the unaligned regions are lineage-specific repeats, and when only nonrepetitive bases are considered (i.e., those not annotated by RepeatMasker or TRF), the coverage of the tomato sequence increases to 59-88%. Alignment coverage within exons is ≥92%, and even within introns nearly two thirds of nonrepetitive bases align. The coverage in intergenic regions is somewhat lower, but the majority of intergenic bases align except in petunia, where the fraction is 41% (44% nonrepetitive).
Alternative Alignment
The sequences were also aligned with Pecan (B. Paten, et al., submitted; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ ∼ bjp/pecan/), which has performed well in recent evaluations based on mammalian genomes (Margulies et al., 2007) . This alternative alignment provided a means for assessing the sensitivity of various downstream analyses to alignment methods (see below). The Pecan and TBA algorithms are fairly different (e.g., TBA builds a multiple alignment from a series of local pairwise alignments, and Pecan is a global aligner based on the principle of consistency alignment), and the two alignments can be considered more or less independent.
Because Pecan cannot accommodate rearrangements, the large inversion in the petunia sequence was manually reverse complemented. The program was then run with default settings using the tree topology and neutral branch lengths obtained from phyloFit (see Methods).
The Pecan alignment is generally very similar to the TBA alignment (Table S3 ). The coverage statistics are nearly identical, except for some differences with petunia, the most distant species (e.g., 92% vs. 86% coverage of exons, 41% vs. 50% coverage of intergenic bases). The block sizes are also somewhat smaller with Pecan than with TBA, perhaps because the local alignment strategy is more likely to extend existing blocks, while the global alignment strategy tends to create new ones. Nevertheless, the alignments appear quite similar on inspection in the browser. Their overall similarity suggests that most bases can be unambiguously aligned in the CSS.
Sensitivity of Proportion of Sites Under Selection to Alignment Methods
We redid the analysis of the proportion of sites under selection using the Pecan alignment in place of the TBA alignment. The results were generally similar except that the Pecan alignment produced somewhat larger estimates of γ (by 4-8 percentage points; see Tables S4 and S5 , Fig. S1A ). This difference may stem from TBA being a slightly more conservative aligner than Pecan-i.e., Pecan has somewhat higher sensitivity and TBA has somewhat higher specificity (Margulies et al., 2007) . The composition of the selected sites by annotation class was very similar for both alignments (Fig. S1B,C) , except that, with Pecan, a slightly higher fraction of selected sites came from intergenic regions, and a slightly lower fraction from exons, in comparison with TBA. Nevertheless, the generally high level of agreement between the two sets of results suggests that the analysis is not extremely sensitive to the choice of alignment methods, and that the estimates of γ based on the TBA alignment are probably conservative as lower bounds. Figure S3 : Multiple alignment of exon 3 of Gene 12, which contains two indels that appear to support a grouping of eggplant and pepper as sister taxa. Other lines of evidence convincingly support a (pepper, (tomato, potato, eggplant)) phylogeny, suggesting that these indels reflect homoplasy, incomplete lineage sorting, or a complex history of duplication and loss for this exon. Figure S4 : Solanaceae motif models.
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